
All lessons are currently online. Please read the following information and then use the online registration form. 
and  then advanced to the payment page. We now accept only Credit Card and Zelle payments.  

Super easy, fast and convenient!  
 Private Voice                                Cost                                       5 Weekly Lessons                                                    
 1/2  Hour                                                           $160.00          
 3/4  Hour                                        $235.00   
  
 Single Lessons (flexible schedule)        Cost                                           1-3 Lessons                                                    
 1/2  Hour                                    1@ $35.00       2@ $70.00          3@ $105.00         
 3/4  Hour                 1@ $52.00       2@ $104.00        3@ $156.00 

Face to face lessons will resume as soon as guidelines advise that it is safe.  
We care about your Vocal and Personal health!  

Lessons will  be scheduled when registration and payment have been received.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
NEWSIES!  Our next Summer collaboration with Weathervane! Postponed 

West Side Vocal Academy Contract: 2020 
Due to COVID-19 and online teaching we will only be accepting Online Payments. 

Sign up for Zelle with your Banking Institution and use westsidevocalacademy@gmail.com for your 
payment. Credit Card processing now available!! 

Tuition Policy: I  agree to enroll  into the  Spring Term  at WEST SIDE VOCAL ACADEMY.  
1. Payments may be cash or check made payable to WEST SIDE VOCAL ACADEMY. Accepting only Online Payments at this time 
2. A $15.00  fee will be added to your account for all returned checks. Accepting only Online Payments at this time.  
3. Payment and signed contract are due before lessons can begin,The purchaser understands and agrees that tuition payment secures 

individual instruction for voice and classes chosen and is binding to the rules of this contract. 
Early withdraw/Student Dismissal: 
1. The purchaser agrees that withdrawing within the first 5 weeks from the current Term will not require any reimbursement  from  

the WEST SIDE VOCAL ACADEMY . 
2. The instructor can expel any student, at any time, for any reason, from all lessons. The purchaser understands and agrees that a  

students  dismissal for any reason, does not require any reimbursement of any portion of tuition. 

 Lesson Cancellation/Absence policy: Text your instructor 
1. Twenty Four Hour notice is required to receive a makeup lesson cancelled due to illness etc.  
2. 5 day notice is required to receive a makeup for a lessons cancelled due to schedule and/or rehearsal changes. 
3. Two Week notice is required to receive a makeup for scheduled cancellations (vacation, field trips, school functions, dress 

rehearsals etc). This guarantees a  make-up by the instructor either before or after the said absence.  
4. Approved absences will be made-up at a mutually agreeable time between the student and  instructor. A reasonable effort will be 

made by the purchaser and the instructor in scheduling approved make-up lessons. Lessons should be made up within the 
semester from which they were cancelled. Exceptions to this rule must be approved by the instructor. 

5. The instructor is not responsible for make-up lessons due to illness, forgetfulness, tardiness, unavoidable cause, or untimely 
notification. Make-up lessons due to the above circumstances are at the discretion of the teacher and are not guaranteed. 

  
I have reviewed the contract and agree to the terms and conditions. I understand that no lessons will be given if my 
account is not up to date and lessons missed due to late payment will not be made up by the instructor. 

West Side Vocal Academy 1301 Weathervane Lane, Akron, OH 44313 
westsidevocalacademy.com           westsidevocalacademy@gmail.com          330-864-0660

West Side Vocal Academy 
5 Week Session or Single lessons 

http://westsidevocalacademy.com
mailto:westsidevocalacademy@gmail.com

